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20WAYS  TO IMPROve PATIenT CARe & PHARMACY PROFITABILITY

Design For Today… Prepare For Tomorrow. Uniweb, Inc. established 
their expertise in the fixture industry by collaborating with their 
customers, designers and architects, to create optimal pharmacy 
solutions their customers can depend on.

Pharmacy Design Services 
by Uniweb

Company Background
Solution Driven

Over the past 40 plus years, Uniweb, Inc. has met customers’ increasing 
needs for more space and versatility. As a leader in the pharmacy 
fixturing business, Uniweb’s services include design, manufacturing, 
and coordination of  complete pharmacy and fixture installs. They focus 
on building relationships and making commitments to help customers 
identify their needs and arrive at cost-effective, viable solutions.

Additionally, Uniweb is an ISO 9001 certified company. They are 
committed to providing the highest quality and service to exceed all 
requirements. This is achieved through continuous improvements of  
their Quality Management System and monitoring their Measurable 
Quality Objectives.

Product Overview
Uniweb productivity-enhancing products and reliable support services 
help clients work efficiently, while creating and beautifying space.

Uniweb’s newest manufacturing team member is a high-precision 
laser cutting system! This state-of-the-industry laser has significantly 
impacted their ability to respond to your display needs by allowing them 
to speed up manufacturing times while maintaining extreme economic 
efficiencies and producing premier quality products. Uniweb supports a 
progressive culture in our desire to design and build adaptable, modular, 
and portable display fixtures that are cost effective. Our newest addition 
will increase our manufacturing capabilities and speed our products to 
market – which is extremely exciting for the Uniweb team, AND their 
customers.

Features & Options
Aesthetics - External Design

Uniweb appreciates how vital your retail or pharmacy space’s appearance 
is to you and to your customers.

Uniweb works with your staff  and architects to design the pharmacy’s 
exterior and/or interior to meet your company’s specific aesthetic 
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requirements, including surface options, materials, custom colors and 
finishes coordinating with your surrounding store interiors. Together, 
they help to create a welcoming ambiance for the customers to enjoy.

Many design possibilities are available; custom metal finishes, trim 
strips, décor panels, laminates, wood and wood veneers, dry wall facings, 
decorative metals, glass, tile, awnings, special lighting, signage, and  
many others.

Product Specifications
The Uniweb System is truly a unique concept in pharmacy shelving.  
Uniweb’s highly-efficient workflow systems maintain a durable and 
clean environment. The all-steel panels consist of  continuous hori-
zontal channels, vertically spaced every inch. This allows for greater  
utilization and broader flexibility in script processing. Holding power is  
increased by a minimum of  17 to 25%, and in some cases up to 50%!! 
This capitalization on space reduces the pharmacy personnel’s produc-
tion time and motion of  filling scripts. 

Additional Product Lines
Strength and Beauty!

Hurting for some extra space in a tight area? Need to secure merchandise 
or files? Check out Uniweb’s efficient and space saving fixture...  
The Lok ‘n Roll® Cabinet is a secure, locking cabinet with a Uniweb 
shape exterior, and a sliding bay pull-out housed within.

In the pharmacy, this cabinet can be used for C2 narcotics lock up, 
HIPAA regulated patient records and CAL file storage, overstock, will 
call, etc. Ask them today about the Lok ‘n Roll® Cabinet and see how 
you can gain a secure, flexible merchandising space.

Markets Served
Pharmacy, Hospital, Retail, Grocery, Industrial, Convenience

Trade Shows / Meetings Attended
Come visit us at Store Point, Global Shop, NACDS, FMI 2012!

Ordering Information
Please contact us at (800) 486-4932 to assist you with your shelving and 
equipment needs. Uniweb provides a wide variety of  shelving options 
and accessories. Your dedicated sales executive can advise you as to their 
utility and cost. Bring us a challenge!




